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Abstract
This paper establishes
a theoreticalframework
for analyzingand classifyingactuatorsthat generate their output by rectifyingsmall-amplitude
mechanicalvibrations,suchas might be generatedby
piezoelectricelements.Theseideasare of special
interestwhen designingfor microfabrication,becausemotors basedon theseprinciples:(a) can
generatetranslationaloutput directly without use
of rotary bearings;(b) appearto be scalableover
severalorders of magnitudeof the length scale;
and (c) appear to be capableof generatingmechanical power proportional to driving frequency
over one to two ordersof magnitudeof frequency.
In order to achievethis performance,it is necessary to be able to fabricate features,or at least
control surface irregularities, on the scale ufw
where u is velocity of the actuator and rr is the
operatingfrequency.
Introduction
Over the past few years there have been a
number of papers written about the design of
small electric motors. For the most part, the
designsconsideredhave beenbasedon the use of
electrostatic
forces[-3]. Suchsystemsare particularly attractiveif high speed,low torque, rotary
motion is desired.Although intendedfor largerscale applications, recently several interesting
designsbasedon other principleshave also appeared,such as standingwave ('inchworm') designs[4] and the travelingwavemotor [5]. In this
paper we consider genericdesignsof high force,
low velocity, motors, with the study of linear
motion generationbeing of specialinterest.
Our point of view is derivedfrom the following
observations:
(a) A variety of materialsare availablewhich
convert electrical energy to mechanical energy
through the piezoelectriceffect. These are low
strain, high force effects.
(b) Such materials can effectively generate
low-amplitudemechanicalvibrationsin the 200200000 Hz range,with higher frequenciesyielding
greaterpower per unit volume.

(c) In order to generatelarge-amplitudedisplacementsusing this transductionmechanism,it
is necessary
to 'rectify' the mechanicaloscillation.
We will refer to devicesthat transform reciprocating mechanical motion into unidirectional,
rectilinear or rotary motion as mechanicalrecttfiers.
It may be usefulto draw attentionto an analIn the 1930sand
ogy with microwaveengineering.
1940s efforts directed toward solving problems
arising in connection with generatingand transmitting high-frequencypower for radar, communication, and eventually microwave heating,
changedthe subject of electricalengineeringin a
profound way. Key developmentsincluded the
coupled wave analysis of traveling wave tubes,
parametricamplifiers,the frequencypower (Manley-Rowe) equationsand the steadydevelopment
of everbetter materials.Of course,high-frequency
mechanicalvibrations in the ultrasonic range are
already widely used in acoustical imaging, nondestructive testing and in a variety of niche
markets. Recently several different types of
piezoelectricmotors have becomeavailable, and
consumer products based on them have been
announced. Surface acoustic wave devices and
optoacousticelementshave already found a place
in electronics.Clearly this is a time of rapidly
expandingpossibilitiesfor ultrasonic engineering,
paralleling at least vaguely the earlier growth of
microwaveengineering.
It has been suggestedin the literature that
certain aspectsof mechanicsneed to be rethought
insofar as they are to be applied to high-frequency
vibratory systems.In particular, static friction
seemsto be reducedwhen the contacting surfaces
are subjectedto a small-amplitude,high-frequency
oscillation.The attention of the readeris directed
to the survey [9] for a discussionof a number of
interesting questions related to these and other
matters.
The ClassicalSituation
The slider/crankshaftmechanismis, of course,
the usual model for mechanical rectification.
It converts reciprocatingmotion to rotational
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motion and can, with the addition of a rack and
pinion, convert reciprocatingmotion into rectilinear motion. There are two reasonswhy this
mechanismdoes not seemto be particularlywell
suitedfor microfabrication.In the first place,the
rotational velocity of the crankshaftequals the
frequency of the reciprocating motion; highfrequencyvibration equatesto high rotational
speeds.A secondproblem is that this coupling
producesno mechanicaladvantage.If mechanical
advantageis required,it must be generatedby a
separatemechanismsuch as gearing. It is also
worth noting that the offset of the crankshaft
equalsone-halfthe amplitudeof the reciprocating
motion. Thus for piezoelectricsystems,the offset
of the crankshaftwould appear to be unacceptably small and the rotational velocitiesunacceptably large.
In view of this, it is not surprisingthat the
commerciallyavailable piezoelectricmotors do
not use slider/crankshaftkinematics,but instead
use a variety of more subtle methods. In this
paper we suggesta classificationfor a range of
possibilitiesmaking useof a geometricviewpoint.
Our goal is to establishthe framework for a
generaltheory and to illustrate its applicability
with examples.
Differential EquationModels
From the point of view of classicalmechanics,
rectifiersare necessarilynon-holonomicsystems.
This remark is to be understoodin the following
sense.When the vibrating transducercompletes
one cycle, returning to its original position, the
output elementto which it is coupledmust not
return to its initial position.If it wereto do so, no
rectificationcould have occurred. Instead after
one cycle,the output elementwill be offsetby a
certainamount;this is the essence
of the function
ofthe rectifier.Thus althoughthe vibrator and the
output must be coupled,therecan be no finite set
of smooth functions 6(*r, tr., . . . , xn) such that
the only constraintsrelating the position of the
vibrator and the output are of the form
Q(xr, xr, . . . , x,): 0. It will typicallyhappenthat
the relation betweenthe position of the vibrator
and the output will take the form of one or more
relationships
betweenthe velocitiesof the separate
pieces,theseconstraintsbeingof sucha form that
they cannot be integratedto give position constraints.Standardtextbookson dynamicsusually
cite the exampleof a disk or a ball rolling on a
surfacewithout slipping.See,e.g.,Whittaker [6].
In addition, there is a secondtype of non-holonomic situationthat arises.This occursin systems
for which there are certain regimesduring which

parts are in contact and move together constrained by structural features or friction, and
other regimesduring which they are separateand
go their own ways.A formalismfor studyingsuch
'piecewise
holonomic'systemshas beendeveloped

t l0l.

In this paper we will discuss a number of
mechanisms
that realizerectification.We organize
the discussionalong the linessuggested
by Fig. l.
The distinctionsdrawn there are based on the
numberof driving vibrators(this is analogousto
the classification
of electricmotors as singlephase
or multiple phase)and on the type of coupling
(distinguishingbetween smooth non-holonomic
systemsand piecewiseholonomicsystems).In all
caseswe will be able to model the input/output
relationsby a set of differentialequations.
The remainderof this Sectionis devotedto the
discussionof someaspectsof ordinary differential
equationsthat are important for the results on
vibratory actuatorswhich follow.
Of course,thereis no theory of periodicsolutions of nonJinear differentialequationsthat is
both quantitativeand completelygeneral.However, there is an effective theory based on the
assumptionthat the non-linear part of the differential equation is small and certain aspectsof this
theory are useful here. Starting with a vector
equation
i(t) : f(x(t), t)
with /(x, ') being periodic, one introduces a
changeof coordinatesof the form z(l) : P(t)x(t)
with P beingperiodic.This gives
2(t) : P(t)P t(t)z(t)+ P(t)f(P-t(t)z(t), t)
It is then postulated thal P has been selectedso
that this can be rewritten as
i(t) : eg1r1t1,,1
with e a small parameter,g(0, t) :0 and g(2,.)
periodic with respectto t. This being the case,we
supposethat g(2, ') is periodic with period T and
look for a solution z( '), which is the sum of a
constant,a periodicterm and a linear term, with
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Fig. 1. A mechanicalrectifier taxonomy
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weights€o,€1, €2,respectively.
That is, we search
for a solution of the form
z(t) :2o+ ep(t)* e2at
with zo and a being constant vectors and p(t)
being periodic with period ?- The e2at term is
often said to be a secularterm.In the situationof
interest here, the vector z representsthe state of
the entiresystem(e.g.,the positionsand velocities
of all elementsif we are discussinga lumped
mechanicalsystem).Since we want to convert
periodic motion into rectilinearmotion, we see
that the secularterm is of critical importance.
The analysis of z(l) : eg(z(t),1)for e small
proceedsby integratingboth sidesand using a
Taylor seriesexpansion.This yields
I

z(t)l{ : e

* ep(o) i e2ao,o) do
)sQo

A(t): lfi do
o

providedthat x itself is a function of a monotonically increasingvariable, say time. The area can
also be expressedby integrating by parts:
t

A(t): x(o)y(o)l[)*

ao

If x(t + T) : x(t) and y(t + T) :7(t), then the
curve (x('), yO) is closed and the signed area
encompassedby the curve is
I

A:-1x'i-vidt
2 l

so that
I

t
F
I

U ^
t n o
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|
| uz
0

;
We want to state this in a different, but completely equivalent, way. If we have an input/
output systemdescribedby the equations

0

We define G(z) as
{tlzo1 :

t

l f

0

.

The following remarks will be useful in this
regard.
Of coursethe area betweenthe x-axis and the
graph of the function y :f(x) can be expressedas

T
F
l

I glzo. ol do

.J

0

If G(zs):0 and if the constantn by n matrix
obtainedby evaluating(0Gl0z) at z : zo is of full
rank, then thereis a solutionwith a :0 and this
solution is unique in the sensethat there is no
other solution for small e. That is not, for our
presentpurposes,the interestingcase,becauseif
AGl1zis of full rank, thereis no secularterm. If
(AGlAz)is not of full rank, then thereexistsa such
that (0Gl4z)a : 0. If
I

e2ar:e
J0 @ s l a 4 t @ ) d o
then, at least to first order in t, z(t) : zoI ep(t) *
e2at is a possible solution. This kind of thinking
can be worked into a rigorous theory (involving
some additional assumptions, see Chapter 18 of
Hale [7]) and we will use it to guide our later
developments.

The Role of Area
Since the vector d represents the velocity of the
rectified output, we are interested in determining
how a depends on the properties of the system.

*(t) : v111
i(t) : u(t)
- y(t)u(t)
i(t) : 76111u1t)
and if u(') and u(') are periodic functions with
zero averagevalue, then x(') and y(') are periodic
and
2A
z\t): _'t + p(t)
I
where I : the area enclosedby the closed curve
(x('),y(')) for 0(l ( Z and p(l) is a periodic
function. Argumentsgiven in our earlier paper [8]
show that this control systemis a canonicalform
for a two-input controllable systemwith no drift
term. We now describea sensein which it can be
thought of as a canonicalform for smooth vibrational rectification.
If we have two vibrators driving a dynamical
systemand include in our model dynamic effects
as well as kinematic effects,the equation of motion will typically take the form
*:f(x)*g(x)u*g2@)u
with z and u being the displacementsof the vibratory elements.On the other hand, if only the
kinematicsare being modeled,then/can be taken
to be zero and the equationwill take the form (x.
is a reducedversion of x obtained by omitting the
componentswhich representvelocities)
i,: !1(x,)u* fi2@)u
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As a control system,a can drive x, in the direction
defined by the vector f, and u can drive x. in the
direction defined by the vector f, but, and this is
one of the things that makes non-linear control
theory interesting, by working together they can
also drive x in the direction defined by the vector
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Fig. 3. Beamwith normal extension.
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then we can see that for u and u periodic of period
Z and x(0) : Q,

x,(T) xlflr, Erl' A
with the vectorlfr,Erl beingevaluated
at x.:Q

extension

is normal

to the beam and since the

vertical component of the unit normal to the
beam at w is (subscriptdenotesderivative)
ny\t, w) :
A6.(w) sin rol * Bt.(w) sin(cr;l+ 0)
(Af-(wo)
sin a,lt* B$.(w) sin(crrr
+ 0))2ltt2
ll +
we seethat the x(t) and y(t) displacementsof the
tip of the extensionare, for small valuesof A and
B, approximately

and A being the area defined by the closed curve
described by the first and second components of
x.. Thus in an average sense

y(t, w) : h + Af.(w) sin ror + Brlr(w)sin(col* 0)

i,xlEr,Erl'AIT

Thus the top of the extensionmovesin an ellipse.
The principal axesof the ellipseare lined up with
the vertical and horizontal axes and the area is
proportionalto AB.

Type A KinematicRealization
We wish to describeprototype mechanismsfor
producingrectilinearmotion by rectificationusing
piecewisesmooth kinematics.The basic mechanism is only slightly different from the completely smooth version to be discussedin the next
Section.
Considera beam supportedat each end and
which is being driven in such a way as to excite
the first and secondharmonics(seeFigs.2 and.3).
If the beamis shapedso that thesemodescan be
effectivelyexcitedat the samefrequencyand with
arbitrary phase,then the shapetakes the form
y(t,w) : AQ(r) sin cot* Bfu(w)sin(col+ 0)
Supposethat at point wo along the beam we
add a small rectangular structure extending perpendicularlyfrom the beam as shown. Sincethe
.+

Fig. 2. Modesfor the generationof linear motion.

x(t, wo): hAQ(w)sin a.rl* hBQ*(w)sin (arl * 0)

Type B KinematicRealization
In a type A realizationthe governingequations
are only piecewisesmooth, becauseduring part of
the cycle the vibratory element and the output
elementare not in contact and no forces can be
transmitted.Although this mechanismis easily
describedand appearsto be rather easyto realize
in various ways, there is one major disadvantage;
the behavior of the driven member, being out of
contact for part of the cycle, is not constantly
under control. With a somewhatmore complicated kinematic set-upinvolving two such mechanisms operating 180" out of phase with each
other, this difficulty can be eliminated.
In Fig. 4 we show a smooth non-holonomic
realization of our basic (x, y, z)-equation introducedabove.It consistsofa torsionalshaftthat has
a thin disk attachedand oscillateswith two modes.
In this casethe disk rolls without slipping on a
movableoutput memberA, which slidesto produce
the output motion. The orientation of the disk
changesas it rolls over the output memberin such
a way that it slantsin onedirectionasit movesback
and to the left and in the opposite direction as it
movesforward and to the right. Eventhough there
is some coupling between the torsional mode

g5
can only be controlled by controlling the amplitude
of u.
Small-amplitude Gain

and the first and second transverse modes. therc
are still only two rnodes of vibration.

it is tc'r be observed that unlike the situatron
one finds in treating conventional systems. thc
mechanical advantage cannot be evaiuatcd by
ccmputing the Jacobian of sorne map as ir: thc
law of levers. In fact, as the amplitude of thc
driving oscillation goes to zero, the mechanical
advantage goes to infinity, rcflecting the quadratic
nature of the kinematic coupling.

DynamicalVersion
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i :.f(x) * s(x)u
In order to makethe systemreversiblein the sense
that the signof the secularterm can be controlled,
it is necessary
to rely on effectsrelatedto a change
in the frequencyof z. The ideais well explainedby
recastingthe model in second-orderform. Consider
i+d*x:u(t)
2:x'u
If u(t): sin@/and e is positivebut small,thenfor
w 11, x is approximatelygiven by
x(l)r(l-w')rsina-r/
and i is approximately the average value of
(sinzl)i( | - ,')-t. If w is greaterthan one,then
the sameformula applies,exceptthat there is a
minus sign becausex and u are then nearly 180'
out of phase.Thus in this model the direction
of the output motion is controlled by shifting
the frequency from one side of the resonance
frequency to the other. In this case the speed
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